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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0093682A1] 1. Packing having raised heads (7), with a cardboard portion including a rectangular base (1), two large lateral faces (2)
articulated to the base (1), and two small lateral faces (4) articulated to the base (1) and joined to the large lateral faces (2), this packing furthermore
comprising reinforcements of wood or similar material forming, at the four angles of the packing, uprights (9) which are externally fixed against one
of the small lateral faces (4) and also fixed against the ends of the large lateral faces (2), which are extended beyond the ends of the base (1),
characterised in that the reinforcements of wood or similar material are constituted, at each end of the packing, by a single piece (8) forming at one
and the same time two uprights (9) and at least one cross-piece (11) connecting together the two uprights (9), substantially following the upper edge
(12) of the small lateral face (4) against which said single piece (8) is fixed, the upper edge (13) of said cross-piece (11) nevertheless being located
higher than the upper edge (112) of the adjacent lateral face (4) whilst the tops of the two uprights (9) of the same reinforcement (8) are flush with
the upper edge (12) of said lateral face (4).
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